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Resolving Ethical Dilemmas: A Guide for CliniciansLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005
Every day clinicians face ethical dilemmas, many of which result from medical advances and challenges in managed care. How practitioners resolve these challenges has a direct impact on patient care. This timely Third Edition will keep you up to date on a wide range of ethical dilemmas and new ways of thinking about them. Highlights of this edition...
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Orthopedic Imaging: A Practical ApproachLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		Featuring over 1,700 large-size illustrations and unique, effective pedagogy, the Fourth Edition of Dr. Greenspan's best-seller is the ideal teaching text on musculoskeletal imaging for radiologists and orthopedists at every level of training. It covers all orthopedic problems and imaging modalities and offers indispensable...
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Orthospinology Procedures: An Evidence-Based Approach to Spinal CareLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
This text presents the current and updated teaching of the Orthospinology procedure. Written by the author of the landmark text Upper Cervical Subluxation Complex, this book is a step-by-step, thoroughly illustrated guide to the Orthospinology procedure for correcting subluxations. Whereas Upper Cervical Subluxation Complex explains the...
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Medical Response to Terrorism: Preparedness and Clinical PracticeLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004
Even two decades ago, few would have imagined that terrorism would be planned and carried out on such an enormous scale as it is today. Terrorist attacks rely on horror and surprise, invoking different times, places, victims, and methods. Their purpose is to cause widespread confusion, fear, injury, and death. They disrupt security,...
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Antibiotics in Laboratory Medicine (Step-Up)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Implement the most current science and practice in antimicrobial research. Now, find the newest approaches for evaluating the activity, mechanisms of action, and bacterial resistance to antibiotics with this completely updated, landmark reference.

	
		Turn to this comprehensive reference for groundbreaking evidence on...
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Primary Care Medicine: Office Evaluation and Management of the Adult Patient (Primary Care Medicine (Goroll))Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Completely updated for its Fifth Edition, this comprehensive text presents a practical approach to the office evaluation and management of every problem seen by primary care practitioners. In 239 problem-oriented chapters, the book provides essential information on medical diagnosis, lab tests, treatment options, and health...
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Clinical Calculations Made Easy: Solving Problems Using Dimensional Analysis (Craig, Clinical Calculations Made Easy)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		This straightforward approach to dimensional analysis incorporates the simple to complex strategy while focusing on understanding how to problem solve. The Third Edition includes more practice problems, more case studies, and new features: Preventing Medication Errors and Solving Pediatric Problems. Pedagogy includes numerous...
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Walsh & Hoyt's Clinical Neuro-Ophthalmology: In Three VolumesLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	Thoroughly revised and updated for its Sixth Edition, this classic work is the most comprehensive reference on diagnosis and treatment of neuro-ophthalmologic diseases. This edition has two new editors - Valerie Biousse, MD and John B. Kerrison, MD and has been streamlined from five volumes into three tightly edited volumes with a sharper...
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Clinical Gynecologic Endocrinology and Infertility (Clinical Gynecologic Endocrinology and Infertility (Speroff))Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		Established as one of the world's most widely read gynecology texts, Clinical Gynecologic Endocrinology and Infertility is now in its Seventh Edition. In a clear, user-friendly style enhanced by abundant illustrations, the book provides a complete explanation of the female endocrine system and its disorders and offers...
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Breast Imaging (Kopans,  Breast Imaging)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Dr. Kopans' best-selling text and reference on breast imaging is now in its thoroughly revised, updated Third Edition. The author combines a complete, superbly illustrated atlas of imaging findings with a comprehensive text that covers all imaging modalities and addresses all aspects of breast imaging—including breast...
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Handbook of Critical Care Drug TherapyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
The Handbook of Critical Care Drug Therapy was originally developed because of the complexity of critical care medicine. Remembering the drugs of choice for arrhythmias, infections, electrolyte emergencies, sedation, poisonings, and a host of other problems has always been daunting. With new drugs and...
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Getting StartED with Mac OS X LeopardFriends of Ed, 2007
This book offers a simple to read, fast way to discover all that's new in Mac OS X Leopard, and how to make the most of it, whether you are new to the Mac, or simply upgrading from a previous version of Mac OS X.
New additions to the operating system are showcased, including the changes to the Dock and Finder, and new features such as Stacks,...
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